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A fun, natural way for kids to take their first steps in a second language A fun way to introduce kids

ages three to eight to a second language, the On the Move series takes full advantage of kidsâ€™

natural talent for learning through song. Songs about an array of topics that matter to

kidsâ€•including counting, family, holidays, school, animals, the weather, colors, and moreâ€•feature

lyrics specially developed for easy comprehension and catchy melodies that make singing along

irresistible. And the convenient CD format makes it easy for kids to have some fun with language

whenever and wherever the spirit moves them. Each package contains:  22 catchy tunes that

entertain kids while exposing them to the basics Language games and activities that let kids show

off what theyâ€™ve learned A warm, friendly narration that guides listeners to key words and

phrases and reinforces important vocabulary An illustrated booklet with complete bilingual lyrics
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An engaging sing-along program to help children "sing" their way into Spanish Spanish on the Move

for Kids is a musical feast of fun--and an ideal way to introduce your three- to eight-year-old child to

Spanish. Perfect for car trips, around the house, or anytime your child wants to exercise his or her

vocal talents, this 45-minute CD features twenty-two catchy tunes, sung in Spanish and specially

developed for easy comprehension. These entertaining melodies describe the weather, family,



colors, animals, and other topics kids enjoy. An accompanying booklet contains all the lyrics in both

Spanish and English, so your child will have no problem following along with the native singers. A

friendly narrator highlights key words and phrases and reinforces important vocabulary presented in

each song. And the audio games and activities give your child a chance to show off what he or she

has learned while crooning in a new language. Spanish on the Move for Kids gets your child into the

groove for learning Spanish while having fun!

Catherine Bruzzone (United Kingdom) is an experienced children's language instructor.

It gives practice Ideas and teaches listening skills. If you are looking for a CD that just sings spanish

songs, this is not it. This has some teaching and practicing exercises as well as teaching songs

My kids like this cd but I have to say it's pretty bad. There are a few very corny and very short songs

but they do little to help teach spanish to my kids (ages 3.5, 5, and 7). I have to pause with each

song to explain what is going on and what they are talking about. It's very outdated too for the

references that they give. I would not purchase this again.

It is as described. I'm not a fan of the singers and it does sound a bit like it was recorded in their

garage but it gets the basic message across. I have two kids 7 & 9 and they sometimes listen to it

and sometimes make fun of it but their vocabulary has improved by listening to it. They do reference

some dated things such as mentioning to look up some numbers in a telephone book... we are so

technology based my kids have never seen a telephone book.

good for my grandson

Well produced and catchy songs. My 3-year-old loves this CD. Nice explanations of the Spanish

lyrics in English in between numbers. The only fault I'd have is that the singer who sings as "Miguel"

has a TERRIBLE voice. The "Raquel" character has a delightful voice though. It is beginner level

and I'd love to see an intermediate level created by the same company.

I expected a more interactive video. It is just songs repeating themselves. It is good but not to useful

for my toddler which losses focus.



Easy and funny! My daughter loves it!

I was happy to find these are the same songs from Spanish for Children by Bruzzone. I didn't notice

when I bought it but it was a pleasant surprise. Good for elementary age.
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